Panasonic recommends Windows® 7.

TOUGHBOOK CF-31
THE FULLY RUGGED, FULL-SIZE NOTEBOOK THAT DELIVERS DESKTOP PERFORMANCE.

Specifically designed for field-based professionals working in challenging environments, the new fully rugged Toughbook CF-31 Standard Model offers the ideal balance between the latest technology and supreme ruggedness. Whether working in adverse weather, wet conditions, underground or where space restrictions would usually hamper productivity, the CF-31 ensures that mobile workers perform to their optimum, at all times.

- Intel® Core™ i5-3320M vPro Processor
- Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
- Intel HD 4000 graphics
- Vibration and shock resistant [MIL-STD 810G]*
- Water and dust resistant [IP65, MIL-STD 810G]**
- 13.1” high brightness outdoor display (up to 1.200cd/m²) with circular polarizer
- USB 3.0 SuperSpeed port
- Up to 14.5 hours battery life
- 3G mobile broadband optional (HSPA+, up to 21Mbps)
- Concealed Mode to switch PC into “silent mode”
- Backwards compatible with CF-30 docking stations and Car Mounter Kit**
- High flexibility and connectivity through new configurations such as second LAN, camera or GPS

* Tested by an independent third-party lab following IEC 60529, sections 13.4, 13.6.2, 14.2.5, 14.3
** Limited functionality

www.toughbook.eu
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MOBILE BUSINESS EXCELLENCE

FOR FIELD PROFESSIONALS WHO FACE THE TOUGHEST CHALLENGES

The CF-31’s desktop level performance is provided by the 3rd generation Intel® Core™ i Processor architecture, allowing users to exploit job-specific, cutting-edge software.